
Level 1 2 3 4

Tune up, using tuner and volume pedal Play triads on top 3 strings. Play octaves Recognise chord progressions by ear.

Play open chord shapes. Play triads on next 3 strings. Play major and minor pentatonic shapes.

Play power chords on E and A string and barre chords. Play arpeggios over basic 3 chord progressions 1&2& 

etc.

Play Sus2 triads

Play semibreves (one chord per bar). play advanced open chords (G5, C2, F2, D2, D5)

Play minims (two chords per bar). Mute low E string for open chords with A or D string 

roots (e.g. C, A, D, B7)

play open string drone voicings (E, A and D strings) Use open tunings (e.g. Drop D)

Play E string root 1735 voicings Voice other four note chords off A and D strings 

(1573, 1357).

Electric guitar: play slash chords E/G#, G/B, A/C#, F/G, 

A/G.

Acoustic guitar: play slash chords (E/G#, F/A, Bm/A, 

A/C#, D/C, G/B, A/G, C/G, Am/G, Dm/C)

Perform ‘Walkdowns’ using slash chords in G, D, C (eg: 

G, D/ F#, Em, Em/ D, C2, G/ B, Bm/ A)

Add plinky parts. (High notes)

Read a chart (repeats, 1st and 2nd time bars, Sign, 

Coda).

Read tab Understand theory of triads. Read music well

Understand slash chords (A/C#, G/B etc.) know basic chord theory (major and minor triad 

formulas and major scales numbers)

Understand diatonic harmony and applying it to 

tunes.

Understand four note chord theory.

play one major scale shape

Strum basic pattern 1 2& &4 (d du ud). Play more complex/funky strumming patterns in time

Play on/off 1 & (then mute) Strum advanced patterns (sixteenth notes)

Tap foot and count out loud. Play with better sense of time. Play with very good sense of time. Play with fantastic sense of time.

Electric guitar only: Get a basic clean sound, and 

disortion sound

Electric guitar only: Pull up intermediate sounds 

(warm distortion, slight delay, etc). 

Electric guitar only: Pull advanced sounds (effects, 

subtle tone changes, etc).

Play with solid time feel (e.g. intros, breakdowns) Condense large charts to 1 or 2 pages. Play chord based melody (e.g. intros)

Use a capo (take home chart and write out capo 

chords)

Use capo automatically (converting chords to 

numbers in order to transpose on the spot)

Play great intros

Listens to a recording of the song. Work out parts which fit really well with other 

instruments (particularly keyboards).

Improvise a solo over chord changes

Receive positive and negative feedback with maturity. Can teach others level 1 skills Can teach others level 2 skills Can teach others level 3 & 4 skills

Hymns (if 

required)

Survive a hymn chart.

Playing in 

a band / 

Creating
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